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Cross border transaction also known as international transaction as the term explains is the transaction between two entities from different countries, territories etc. These transactions do not take into account territorial limit or boundaries. The transactions can be carried out in the territory of domestic trade even if one of the dealer is outside the country of transaction. This type of transaction includes both inbound and outbound transfers of stock, property or financial and commercial obligation, combined research, etc. between the dealers or related entities. In the world of globalization, we need such facilities to carry out trade and seek better deals.

4.5K views · View 1 Upvoter. Related Questions. What are the benefits of a cash transaction over a digital transaction? Commercial laws for cross-border transactions. Review of Annual Report of UNCITRAL Is Concluded. Legislative and technical assistance to help developing countries upgrade and reform their trade laws figured prominently in many statements this morning, as the Sixth Committee (Legal) concluded its examination of the annual report of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL). The representative of Kenya urged the Commission to also seek to bridge the digital divide in international electronic commerce, through its technical assistance programmes. He was one of several speakers who called for contributions to be made to UNCITRAL's trust funds for travel and technical assistance and training.